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Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) initiated an investigation of the Tarawa
class (LHA-1) superheater headers due to the reoccurance of numerous cracks and leaks
in the tube to header attachment welds.
A 3-dimensional solid finite element model was developed <o simulate the super-
heater header geometr>-. ADINA. a finite element program for automatic dynamic in-
cremental nonlinear analysis, is used to evaluate the stresses present in the header
particularly the stresses that are present in the tube to header welds. The model that is
u-^cd evaluates the stresses induced by both pressure and thermal loadings. This is part
of a continuing study of high pressure and high temperature boiler components.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the United States Na\7 has encountered problems with the super-
heater headers in the Combustion Engineering Company, type V2M, marine boilers that
are fitted on the Tarawa class (LHA-1) ships. The problems encountered are numerous
cracks and leaks that have developed in the tube to header attachment welds. This
prompted Naval Sea Systems Command to begin an evaluation of these superheater
headers in order to assess the cause of these failures and to generate corrective actions
in order to minimize the down time of the ships and the cost of repairing these failures.
A 3-dimcnsional solid finite element model was developed using the ADINA pro-
gram [Rcf 1: pp. 4S-61] in order to perform a thermal stress analysis of the header in the
region of the tube to header attachment welds.
This thesis will tiy to simulate, as close as can be determined, the actual conditions
that the superheater headers are subjected to. This will include temperature dependent
properties, combined leadings caused by boiler pressure coupled with a longitudinal
temperature gradient and different initial temperatures of the header. The primary focus
will be the induced stresses that are present in the tube to header attachment welds for
25" and 90'- o boiler loads.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
The Tarawa class (LHA-1) ships generate superheated steam for propulsion from
two Combustion Engineering Company, type V2M, marine boilers. Each of these boil-
ers are two drum, natural circulation, "D" type boilers fitted with an integral superheater,
see Figure 1 on page 3. The boilers are rated at 628 psi with 9(W degree F. superheater
outlet conditions when operating at full power conditions.
The superheater is made up of 268 "U" shaped tubes that are inclined with the ver-
tical and arranged such that there are 67 rows of tubes along the length of the header.
The headers themselves are positioned such that they lie in a horizontal plane, see Figure
2 on page 4. The headers are 12.75 inch CD. x 2.0 inch minimum wall thickness, 2.25
chrome pipe (ASMF-S.-\-335-Grade P-22) and the tubes are 1.5 inch CD. x 0.12 inch
minimum wall thickness, seamless. 2.25 chrome tubing (\1IL-T-162S6. Class E) [Ref 2:
p. .A.-3]. The superheater is arranged such that once the steam has entered the super-
heater, it makes four passes before exiting (each pass consists of the steam flowing from
tiic inlet-outlet header to the intermediate header or vice versa).
The tubes arc lightly rolled into the tube holes of the header proper and then are seal
welded internal to the header. These welds, referred to in this thesis as tube to header
attachment welds, arc the source of problems encountered that have prompted the in-
vestigation. The problems being linear defects that were discovered while performing
n^.agnetic particle inspections on the headers. The following description of the linear
defects is a summary of the description given by Naval Sea Systems Command and those
given by Lt. Doyle R. Kitchin [Rcf 1: p. 2]. The Imcar defects or cracks were oriented
predominantly transverse to the longitudinal axis of the header; in other words, the
cracks tended to propagate between tube to header attachment welds within the indi-
vidual rows of tubes, but there were also a few exceptions where the crack propagated
between tube to header attachment welds of adjacent rows. The majority of these linear
defects ^^•ere located in the inlet-outlet header as compared to the number of linear de-
lects found in the intermediate header of the respective boiler. The linear defects found
in the inlet- outlet header were concentrated in the first and the fourth passes (at the
entrance and at the exit of the header). A more detailed description of the superheater







Figure 1. Cross section of (he \'2iM boiler
DIAPHRAGMS ERMEDIATE HEADER
Figure 2. Arrangement of the Superheater
III. DESCRIPTION OF ADINA
ADINA, which stands for Automatic Dynamic Incremental Nonlinear Analysis, is
a computer program that is designed to perform static and dynamic analysis in structural
or solid mechanics, heat transfer, fluid flow, and other field problems that would lend
themselves to a finite element analysis. ADINA uses a consistent set of units; forces are
in pounds, stresses are in pounds per square inch, and displacements are in inches. The
complete ADINA system consists of the programs ADINA for displacements and stress
analysis. ADINA-F for the solution of fluid flow with heat transfer (ADINA-F was not
used in this thesis and therefore it will not be discussed). ADINA-T for analysis of heat
transfer in solids and structures and the solution of field problems. ADINA-IN for
preparation and display of the input data and ADINA-PLOT for display of the calcu-
lated results [Ref 4: p. 1]. The overall sequence of the ADINA system is shown in
Figure 3 on page 6 which is taken from [Ref 4: p. 2].
A. ADINA
The program ADINA [Ref 4) is the central part of the ADINA system. ADINA
is basically the problem solver of the .ADINA system. ADINA performs the displace-
m.ent and stress analysis for the given model. It is capable of generating a solution for
static and dynamic, linear or nonlinear, problems in 1 -dimension. 2-dimcnsions. or
3-dimensions.
.ADINA has the capability of handling a varied selection of elements for different
model geometries. ADIN.A will handle truss. 1 -dimensional solid. 2-dinicnsional solid.
3-dimensional solid, isobeam. plate, shell, pipe, general spring, general mass stiflhess.
2-dimensional and 3-dimensional fluid elements.
.ADIN.A also has the capability of handling a wide variety of material types. It can
handle elastic, orthotropic. thermo- elastic, concrete, plastic, thermo-plastic and fluid
niaterials. just to name a few. These are easily programmed using simple commands.
ADINA allows the programmer to define contact surfaces. Contact surfaces are
two or more surfaces that the programmer anticipates arc in contact with each other or
that could come into contact with each other during the solution of the problem.
ADINA will also perform a thermal stress analysis for a given model. ADIN.A uses
the output form ADIN.-\-T (which is discussed later) along wiili the proper material
definition in order to perform these calculations.
Figure 3. Sequence of execution of ADINA programs
Fracture mechanics, frequencies, mode shapes, and mode superpositions are other
options that can be calculated from ADINA.
B. ADINA-IN
The preparation and checking of the input data for ADINA is done by the
ADINA-IX portion of the ADINA system. ADINA-IN is the starting program for all
models that are using the ADINA system. ADINA-IN can also be used to generate
input data for the ADINA-T and ADINA-F programs. ADINA-IN can be used inter-
actively or noninteractively (batch mode). The noninteractive option of ADINA-IN
allows the programmer to define a large problem quite simply. This is done by writing
an ADINA input file.
The ADINA input file is the file that contains all pertinent information about the
model. This includes model coordinates, element types, material types, element loadings.
type of analysis to be performed, contact surface definition, and boundary conditions.
The model coordinates can be input in local or global coordinate systems using
Cartesian, cylindrical, spherical or any combination of these. Meshes consisting of line,
surface, or volume elements can be generated by the commands GLINE, GSURFACE,
or GN'OLUMF: respectively [Rcf 5: pp. 1-3]. These commands give the programmer the
ability to define a minimal number of nodes in order to generate the model instead of
having to define each nodal coordinate seperately. ADIN.-\-IN will automatically gen-
erate the rest of the nodes of the model based upon the type and number of nodes of the
specified element that is used. ADINA-IN will also automatically number the rest of
the nodes of the model.
The element loading can also be specified in the ADINA input file. The elements
can be loaded in different ways; the LOADS ELEMENT command can be used to put
pressure or distributed loads on the elements. The command LOADS TEMPER-
ATURE or LOADS HEATFLUX can be used to describe the type of loading used in
the heat transfer problem.
The type of material is also specified in the ADINA input file. Material types for
the displacement, stress analysis or heat transfer problems are numerous, as mentioned
previously. The versatility of the MATERIAL and the LOADS commands demon-
strates how one input file for a given model can be used to solve a stress analysis, ther-
mal stress analysis or heat transfer problem; it is just a matter of invoking the proper
commands for the specific portion of the ADINA system that is to be used.
ADI\A-IN also allows the programmer to take advamage of geometric symmetry
in the given problem. If the geometr\- of the problem lends itself to that of a repeating
section. ADINA-1\ will allow the programmer to defme the repeating section using the
SUBSTRUCTURE command and then combine the same substructure numerous times
using the REUSE command until the entire model is generated. There is one major
disadvantage to using these commands and that is that only distributed or pressure
loadings can be implemented in the problem.
ADINA-I\ also has a graphics subroutine incorporated in it. The graphics
standard used by ADIXA-IN is GKS (Graphics Kernel System). This is a very useful
tool to have because it allows the programmer to see what the model actually looks like
at compilation time. In this way. the programmer can correct inaccuracies in the model
prior to using another portion of the ADIXA system. This graphics routine has the
capability for hidden line removal which is very helpful when viewing a 3- dimensional
model.
ADINA-IN will generate error messages as the errors are detected during the gen-
eration of the input data. In many cases. ADINA-IN takes corrective action in order
to allow ADIN/\ to be executed.
An optimi/'ation of the equation numbering is performed by ADINA-IN using the
reverse Cuthill-McKce algorithm in order to reduce the bandwidth and profile of the
sdflhcss and mass matrices [Rcf 5: pp. 1-5].
C. ADINA-T
ADINA-T. which stands for Automatic Dynamic Incremental Nonlinear Analysis
of Temperatures, can be used for linear and nonlinear steady state or transient heat
transfer problems to solve for the temperature distribution of a given model. ADINA-T
is a compatible heat transfer analysis program to the stress analysis program ADINA.
A specific feature of ADINA-T is that the same code can also be used to solve other
field problems such as seepage, electric conduction, etc. [Ref 6: pp. 1-2]. ADINA-T
oilers the programmer the ability to specify convection, radiation, temperatures,
heatflux. initial conditions, or any combination of these as boundary conditions.
ADIN.-\-T oilers the ability to utilize constant or temperature time dependent properties
such as convection or conduction coefficients and if needed, phase .changes can be in-
corporated into the model.
D. ADINA-PLOT
ADINA-PLOT [Rcf. 7] is the portion of the ADINA system that is utilized for
post-processing of resultant data from the ADINA program. ADINA-PLOT has the
capacity to give the programmer graphics and display the results. The graphics standard
used is the same as ADINA-IN. the Graphics Kernel System (GKS).
The graphics portion of ADINA-PLOT allows the programmer to see the
undeformed model and the deformed model either as separate displays or on the same
display. It also has the hidden line removal routine as does ADINA-IN but it must be
kept in mind that hidden line removal is slow and is computationally expensive.
.\DINA-PLOT gives the programmer the ability to view the deformed and undefomied
model in difierent colors: there is also a windowing feature that allows the programmer
to zoom in on a particular part of the model.
The displaying of results can be accomplished in numerous ways. Results can be
displayed in graphs, lists, scans or isobands. Graphs can be set up to show a comparison
of any combination of results the programmer wishes. A hsting of any of the results can
be obtained and if the programmer wishes to see a listing of values that exceed a speci-
fied value. ADINA-PLOT will produce these using the scan feature. ADINA-PLOT
V. i;! also produce plots of isobands in various colors, but presently, this is limited to
2-cimensional problems.
Further information about the .ADIN.A system can be found in [Rcf 1).
IV. 3-DIMENSIONAL SOLID FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
The 3-dimensional model used in this thesis was developed by LCDR. Doyle R.
Kitchin [Ref. 1: pp. 48-60]. The model was developed in order to study thermal stresses
in the header. One tube row was chosen as the repeating section and this tube row was
divided in half by passing a vertical plane through the tube row'sJongitudinal axis. The
3-dimensional model is shown in Figure 4 on page IL The model consists of 288 ele-
ments and 1957 nodes. The element that was chosen for the model was the 20-node
isoparametric solid element. Figure 5 on page 12 shows the 20-node isoparametric ele-
ment. This element was chosen because it is able to approximate the curved geometry
of the header. The following boundan.- conditions are imposed on the model. All nodes
in the Y = plane were constrained to roll only within that plane. All of the nodes in
the Z direction, from the origin, were fixed and the nodes in the positive X direction,
from the origin, were constrained to roll only in the X direction.
The material of the header and tubes is considered to be 2.25 Chromium and 1.0
Molybdenum as discussed previously. An important assumption that must be under-
stood is that the material used in the tube to header attachment weld is the same as the
header and the tubes: it follows from this assumption that the weld properties are iden-
tical to those of the header and tubes.
Internal pressure applied to the header is assumed constant throughout the analysis.
The internal pressure applied to the model is 700 psi, which is a worse case scenario of
tlie operating conditions of the boiler [Ref 3: p. 3S].
A. PROGRAM SUPHTRTEMP.IN
Program SUPHTRTEMP.IN is a continuation from LCDR. Doyle R. Kitchin's
model [Ref. 1: pp. 87-100]. In this program, the graphics portion for ADINA-IX was
updated to the latest version of ADINA.
Program SUPMTR'fEMP.IX is basically two programs incorporated into one
ADINA input file. Program SUPHTRTEMP.IN is hsted in Appendix A, The first
portion of the program is to set up the data needed for ADINA-T in order to produce
the temperature distribution of the header and the second portion of the program sets
up tiie data needed by ADINA in order to produce the thermal stresses within the




Figuie 4. 3-Diniensional inodcl of the repeating section
Figure 5. 20-iiode isoparametric element
The temperature portion of Program SUPHTRTEMP.IN is currently set up to per-
form a steady state analysis of the heat conduction equation [Ref 6: pp. 3-5] in order to
derive the temperature distribution of the header. This distribution is needed by ADINA
for the thermal stress analysis. The thermal conductivity is not assumed to be constant
during the solution of the temperature distribution: the values for the temperature de-
pendence of thermal conductivity was taken from [Ref 8: p. 652]. The reader is re-
minded that ADIXA accepts temperature dependent thermal conductivity during the
non linear part of the solution algorithm. The aspect of thermal conductivity being
temperature dependent was introduced into the model to simulate the actual conditions
that the header was subject to.
Four assumptions are made with respect to the temperature distribution of the
header. First, the internal longitudinal temperature gradient of the header is assumed
to be linear. This temperature gradient was derived by taking the diflerence between the
inlet and outlet temperatures and dividing this by the distance between row 1 and row
6" of the header (the distance between row I and row Cv is 148.5 inches) [Ref 2: Plan
.A- 18]. The inlet temperature was taken to be 503 degrees F.. which is the saturated
steam temperature at 700 psi. The outlet temperature was taken from information pro-
Njded by Naval Ship Systems Engineering Station, Philadelphia. Second, the longitudi-
nal temperature gradient along the outside of the header was assumed to be linear. The
^-ime procedure was used to calculate the outside gradient applied to the model as the
•p.side gradient discussed previously. The temperature data for the inlet and outlet re-
<jions of the outside of the header was also provided by Naval Ships Systems Lnginceiing
Station. Philadelphia. Third, the temperature gradient through the thickness of the
iicader is assumed to be linear. Fourth, being that the tube thickness is relatively small
conipared to the header thickness . the tube is assumed to be at a constant temperature
ti'.rougii the thickness. These assumptions were made in order to provide the boundary
conditions for the solution of the heat conduction equation. The inner and outer tem-
perature gradients provided the boundan.- conditions for the inner and outer surfaces of
ilie model respectively. The thickness temperature gradient provides the boundary con-
tritions for the edges of the model. These edge boundan.' conditions are derived by tak-
ir.g the diflerence between the inner and outer node temperatures of the respective edges.
It should be noted that there are specified nodal temperatures at the midpoints of the
iuodel on both the inner and outer surfaces. At the two edges along the ^' = plane, a
value of heat flux equal to zero v.-as imposed on the model unsuccessfully and therefore
liie linear temperature gradient assumption was assumed along these edges.
In actual practice, these boilers are kept on a 150 psi steam blanket (or close to this
condition) when the boilers are secured. With this idea in mind, a 350 degree F. initial
condition was placed on the header to simulate actual light ofT conditions of the boiler
(350 degrees F. corresponds to a saturated steam temperature of 150 psi steam). This
is an important concept in the conclusions of this thesis.
The second portion of Program SUPHTRTEMP.IN is set up to perform a static
thermal stress analysis of the header. In this portion, the temperature distribution is
used along with the internal pressure of the header in order to perform the thermal stress
analysis. The two loading aspects, thermal and pressure, simulate the actual loading of
the header. The only aspect of loading that is not incorporated into this model is the
weight of the header; the reason that this condition was left out is discussed in the sec-
tion that describes Program SLPIITR.IN. Pressure loading is only prescribed on the
inner faces of the inner elements of the header in order to simulate the actual pressure
loading. The thermo-clastic material selection was chosen for this model due to the fact
tiiat "i'oung's Modulus and the linear coefficient of thermal expansion are both temper-
ature dependent. It was felt that using this temperature dependency in the model would
add some realism of the actual conditions that the header is subjected to. The data for
how Youngs Modulus varies with temperature for 2.25 Chromium and 1.0 Molybdenum
was supplied by Naval Ship Systems Engineering Station, Philadelphia, but the data for
how the linear coefTicicnt of thermal expansion varied was taken from [Ref S: p. 653].
Contact surfaces are defined for the model due to the fact that the tube to header inter-
face cannot be considered rigid. Even though the tube is welded to the header on the
niner part of the header, the remaining length of the tube through the header is left free
to movement. Contact surfaces are defined by ADINA as being surfaces that initially
are in contact or that are anticipated to come into contact during the solution [Ref 5:
p. 5.19-21.
ADINA can use numerous t>pes of convergence criteria. Normally by default, an
energy convergence criteria [Ref 5: p. 5.2-4S] is used, but when contact surfaces are de-
fined in a problem, convergence is also contingent upon the convergence of the contact
surface forces [Ref 5: p. 5.2-50]. For a small temperature change across the thickness
cf the header (10-20 degrees), the default contact surface force tolerance of 0.05 is sat-
isfactop.". If there is a large temperature change across the thickness of the header
(So- 100 degrees), the default contact surface force tolerance was too stringent. The
program was running up to 90 or more hours on the VAX 2000 station trying to solve
the r>roblcm. Therefore, it was decided to trv to bracket the contact surface tolerance.
The values between 0.075 and 0.15 were found to yield 0.32 and 0.00 percent differences
respectively when compared to the results of a tolerance of 0.1; the run time for these
values were 30.7 and 22.9 hours respectively, a significant decrease as compared to the
time at 0.05 tolerance. The tolerance of 0.075 was chosen to be used in the solution of
the problem.
B. PROGRAM SUPHTRTEMP.PLOT
Program SUPHTRTEMP.PLOT is a program writteiT in order to utihze
ADINA-PLOT capabilities: a listing of Program SUPHTRTEMP.PLOT is in Appendix
B. Program SUPHTRTEMP.PLOT is presently set up to give the user the normal and
shear stress values for integration points of the elements that simulate the tube to header
weld. Eigure 6 on page 16 shows the tube to header arrangement as modeled. The tube
to header weld is simulated as being the lower nodal points of the modeled tube, also
as shown in Figure 6. The elements that model the lower tubes are elements 55 through
6<) for the inner tube and elements 115 through 120 for the outer tube. Program
SUPHTRTEMP.PLOT is also set up so that a file called SUPHTRTEMP.LIST is cre-
ated that gives the stress values of the integration points for these elements. Along with
these values. Program SUPHTRTEMP.PLOT will produce the undeformed header ver-
sus the deformed header superimposed upon each other in the same picture so an im-
mediate comparison of the header before and after can be viewed.
C. PROGRAM SUPHTR.LN
The original direction of this thesis was to study the entire superheater inlet outlet
>.cader. Program SUPHTR.IX was the ADIN.A input file created to model the entire
header; a listing of Program SUPHTR.IX is given in Appendix C. The use of the
SUBSTRUCTURE and REUSE commands can be seen in the program. A main struc-
ture of the header was first defined. This consisted of defining the four corner nodal
points of the repeating section in the Y=0 plane and then defining nodal points along
the Z axis, also in the ^' = plane, that would correspond to the corner points of the
model spaced at a models width apart. The main portion of the model is defined by the
.on-jnand SUBSTRUCTURE 0. The repeating section is defined by the command
^SUBSTRUCTURE 1. Now the REUSE command could be employed to link the model
-ogether to form the entire model (this program only models two repeating sections
l::±Qd together). AD1N.\ allows the programmer to utilize the REUSE command up
to 99 times for a given substructure within the main structure [Ref 5: p. 5.22-4J.





Figure 6. Tube to header arrangement
The program had to be abandoned due to the fact that ADINA is presently limited
as to the types of problems that can be solved using the SUBSTRUCTURE and REUSE
commands. Only problems using pressure or concentrated loadings can be solved using
this technique. Problems using contact surfaces and thermal loads, as this thesis is in-
volved with, can not be solved using the SUBSTRUCTURE and REUSE commands
[Rcf 5: p. 5.22-2 and 5.22-3]. Therefore this thesis is restricted to evaluating specific
regions of the inlet outlet header.
D. PROCEDURES FOR USING SUPHTRTEMP.IN AND SUPHTRTEMP.PLOT
These programs are set up to be used with the VAX VMS operating system. It
should be understood that any logical file name can be given to these files, but for the
operation of .\DIN.-\. the ADIXA input file must be named FILENAME. IX and the
plot program must be named FILENAME.PLOT.
To run the problem, first the temperature distribution must be created. To do this,
enter the editor with the ADINA input file SUPHTRTEMP.IN and place the corre-
sponding nodal temperatures in the proper TI.VIEFUNCTION commands. Ensure that
all data for .ADINA is commented out (these areas can be found easily as there are in-
structions throughout Program SUPHTRTEMP.IN with the corresponding line num-
b:is that tell which sections are needed for ADlN.-\-T and ADINA). Also at the end
c." tiic flic, there are two commands ADlN/\-T and ADINA. The command AD1N.\
:;vjst be commented out in order to run ADlN.-\-T. Exit the editor (saving this version
cfthc input fi!c) and at tiie system prompt, type a ADINAIN FILEN.-XME. This runs
ADINA-IN and will create a file named FILENAME.DAT. This is the data file that
ADIN.\-T uses; again at the system prompt, type aADIN.AT FILENAME.
AD1N.\-T is now solving the temperature distribution. It is very important to note that
all of tlvc ADIN.A program^ create numerous FOR'.DAT files during their respective
operations. At the end of their respective runs, all of the FOR*.DAT file are automat-
ically deleted. FOR056.DAT is the data file that contains the temperature distribution
that is needed by ADINA to solve the thermal stress problem. The user should ensure
that his her ADIN.\-T command file is modified to rename FOR()56.DAT to another
name. I chose to modify my .-XDIN.A-T command file to rename FOR056.D.'\T to
SUPHTRTEMP.TEMP.
After ADIN.\-T is completed, if you look in your directory, you will see that there
are the following files. FILENAME. IN. FILENAME.DAT. FlLEN.-\ML.PLOT.
FILENAME.OUT. FILENAME.PORTHOLE. FILENAME.TEMP. and
FILENAME.RESTART. Delete from the directory FILENAME.DAT,
FILENAME.OUT, FILENAME.PORTHOLE, and FILENAME.RESTART. Enter
tlie editor again with the ADINA input file FILENAME. IN. Comment out all the
sections that are used with ADINA-T and comment in the sections that are used in
ADINA. Comment out the command ADINA-T and comment in the command
ADINA at the end of the file. Exit the editor (saving this version of FILENAME. IN).
At the system prompt, type gADINAIN FILENAME. This is creating
FILENAME.DAT that will be the data file used by ADINA. After this is finished and
the prompt appears, rename FILENAME.TEMP to FOR056.DAT. Now you are ready
for ADINA: at the system prompt, type (a,ADINA FILENAME. ADINA is now
solving the problem.
When ADINA is finished and the system prompt appears, type u~ADINAPLOT
FILENAME. This will execute FILENAME.PLOT, which will read the file
FILENAME.PORTHOLE; FILENAME.PORTHOLE contains all the data of the
problem. The results of the problem will be displayed. FILENAME.PLOT wiU also
create a file named FILENAME. LIST, which contains the thermal stresses of the sim-
ulated tube to header attachment weld nodes. There is also a file named
FILENAME.OUT created. This file contains all of the model data, initial conditions
of the model, final nodal displacements and final nodal stresses for all of the nodes for
the entire model. The actual run time of the ADINA problem can also be found in
FILENAME.OLT at the end of the file.
If you wish to create a graphics file of the model, set OPTION = in the WORK-
STATION command of FILENAME. IN and FILENAME.PLOT. If the graphics are
preferred on the screen, set OPTION = I in the WORKSTATION command.
y. RESULTS
As previously discussed, the entire superheater header could not be modeled.
Therefore, it was decided that a modeled section in the first pass and a modeled section
in the fourth pass would be used. The modeled section of the first pass was taken to be
row 1 and for the fourth pass row 67 was used. The selection,of these two rows was
based on the fact that the inlet and outlet steam temperatures for the superheater header
can be readily determined. It was also decided that system behavior at two steam flows
would be evaluated. 25 percent and 90 percent steam flows. These steam flows seemed
to yield tlie two extremes with respect to the inner and outer temperature gradients and
the temperature gradient through the thickness of the header. Therefore for the 25 per-
cent steam flow condition, a model of row 1 and a model of row 67 were evaluated and
similarly for the 90 percent steam flow. There was one other model run; this was row 1
for 25 percent steam flow with the header starting from a degree F. initial condition
and a comparison was made to the same model except that a 350 degree F. initial con-
dition was imposed on the model.
It must be understood that the stress values that are represented in this thesis are
not nodal point stresses. They are the respective element integration point stresses for
tiie 3- dimensional isoparametric element.
It also needs to be stated that the temperature data from Naval Ship Systems En-
gineering. Philadelphia for the first and fourth passes of the inlet outlet header was not
very detailed. 1 he temperature data used in this thesis was for the worst case temper-
ature readings from this information.
As the following discussion of integration point stresses for the simulated elements
for the tube to header attachment wclJ continues, refer to Figure 6 on page 16 in order
to have a perspective of the geometry and location of the elements for the inner tube of
the header. The same geometr>- consins for the outer tube of the header but with dif-
ferent element numbers.
A. 25 PERCE.NT STEAM FLOW
An inner longitudinal temperature gradient of 2.356 degrees F. per inch and an
cuter longitudinal temperature gradient of 1.911 F. degrees per inch were imposed on
I'.i-: model. A linear In degree temperature gradient was imposed on the up'^trcam edge
of the model for row 1. The temperature gradient on the downstream edge of the model
for row 1 was also assumed to be linear except these temperatures were defined by the
inner and outer edge values of the model once the longitudinal temperature gradients
inside and outside the model were imposed. The temperature gradients imposed on the
model for row 67 were determined the same way except for the temperature gradients
on the edges. There was an 80 degree temperature gradient imposed on the downstream
edge of the model and the upstream edge temperatures were determined in the same
manner as the downstream edge of the model for row 1. The lubes were assumed to
liave a uniform temperature of 503 F. degrees for the row 1 model and 850 degrees F.
for the row 67 model.
The model for row 1 was run for a degree F. initial condition and for a 350 degree
F. initial condition of the header. As can be seen from Appendix D and Appendix F,
the integration point stress values for the respective elements were the same, but for the
sake of simulating the 150 psi steam layup of the boilers, it was decided to use the 350
degree initial condition for the rest of the evaluations.
The most significant result that can be drawn from this data is the ver>' high values
of the normal stresses in the "i' direction for the majority of the integration points for
elements 56 and 59 of the inner tube. Values above 40,000 psi are considered significant
by this author. The value of 40.000 psi was used because it seems to represent an aver-
age value of yield stress. For the given steam flow, normal stresses in the "\' direction
of 6.35S()7F + 04 and 6.28656F + 04 were encountered for elements 56 and 59 respectively
lor the row 1 model. Values of S.56997F + 04 and S.4374SE + 04 were encountered for
elements 56 and 59 respectively for the row 67 model. The rest of the elements simu-
lating the weld had integration point stress values below 40.000 psi. The elements sim-
ulating the weld for the outer tube also were found to have integration point stress
values below the 40.000 psi value. These values can be seen in Appendix F and Ap-
pendix F.
'fhe deformed versus the undeformed header can be seen in Figure 7 on page 22 for
the row 1 model and Figure S on page 23 for the row 67 model respectively. The
undeformed header is represented by the solid Unes and the deformed header is shown
vdth dotted lines. It should be noted that both figures look exactly the same, but there
are dilTerences in nodal point displacements. These difierences are too small to show
anv siiinificant chance in the figures.
B. 90 PERCENT STEAM FLOW
An inner longitudinal temperature gradient of 2.54 degrees F. per inch and an outer
longitudinal temperature gradient of 2.0 degrees F. per inch were imposed on the model.
A linear 20 degree temperature gradient was imposed on the upstream edge of the model
for row 1 and a 100 degree temperature gradient was imposed on the downstream edge
of the model for row 67. The same procedure was used for assigning temperatures for
the downstream edge of the row 1 model and the upstream edge t)f the row 67 model as
was done for the 25 percent steam flow case. The tubes were also assumed to have
uniform temperatures of 503 degrees F. for the row 1 model and S80 degrees F. for the
row 67 model.
It was found again that elements 56 and 59 of the inner tube had normal integration
point stresses in the Y direction above the 40,000 psi value. This data can be seen in
Appendix G for the row 1 model and Appendix H for the row 67 model. For the row
1 model, normal integration point stresses in the Y direction were as high as
6.12707E-^04 and 6.05S92E-r04 for elements 56 and 59 respectively for the inner tube.
For the row 6~ model, the inner tube normal integration point stresses in the Y direction
were as high as 8.399450-^04 and S.26567E + 04 for elements 56 and 59 respectively.
.A*; was the case for tlie 25 percent steam flow, the elements that simulated the weld for
tiic outer lube were all found to have integration point stresses less than the 40.000 psi
value.
The deformed versus the undeformcd header can be seen in Figure 9 on page 24 for
riic row 1 model and Figure 10 on page 25 for the row 67 model. It should also be kept
in mind that even though the figures look the same, there is a small dillcrcncc m the
nodal point displacements that are not able to be seen in these two figures.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
A. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The results have shown that there is definitely a problem region located in elements
56 and 59 of^ the simulated tube to header attachment weld for the inner tube, please
refer to Figure 6 on page 16 to see these locations. It is believed the linear defects start
within these elements. These boilers are operated in such a manner that steady state
steaming is not always maintained. The steam flow rates are quite often varied in a cy-
clic way; by no means does the author intend that the cyclic pattern is repeated the same
way each time. It is due to the cyclic steam Oovv rates and the high values of the stresses
found in the simulated weld elements that leads to the idea that low cycle fatigue is
present within these headers. It is also the author's belief that once the defect is initi-
ated, that the stress distribution changes within the tube to header attachment weld
thereby locating these high stress values at a dificrent location where another defect can
start.
The results also show that the temperature gradient across the thickness of the
header along with the longitudinal teniperature gradient effects the stress levels induced
m the header. As can be seen, the integration point stresses are higher for the 25 percent
steam flow when compared to the 90 percent steam flow, but in both cases, elements 56
and 59 of the inner tube do exhibit normal integration point stresses in the Y direction
that arc high.
It is also the author's belief that the 150 psi steam blanket placed on the idle boilers
provides a type of stress relief to the tube to header attachment weld. This coupled with
the redistribution of the stresses in the header, once a defect develops, could explain why
it takes a period of time for numerous defects to appear.
As a final comment to the reader, one must keep in mind that the stress values
presented in this thesis are stresses at the Gauss integration points within each element.
These values do seem excessive until one remembers that the nodal point stresses are
extrapolated from their neighboring integration point stresses. Until these extrapolated
nodal point stresses are calculated and reviewed, it will be hard to determine whether the
stresses in these headers are marginal or excessive. An extrapolation program was not
developed in this iiivestigation due to time limitations. Convergence studies have not
been formallv conducted in this investisation due to time limitations.
B. OPPORTUNITIES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The ADINA program is a versatile finite element program, but it does have some
disadvantages. One such disadvantage is that if the programmer uses any material other
than elastic, orthotropic or Mooney-Rivilin material, a nodal stress output table cannot
be generated. All of the stresses that have been discussed in this thesis deal with stresses
that are present at the Gauss integration points of the elements. The next step in this
research would be to develop a 3-dimensional computer prograra that would extrapolate
the nodal point stresses from the Gauss integration point stresses. To do this, the co-
ordinates of the integration points needs to be known. Figure 1 1 on page 28 shows an
example of integration point labeling used by ADINA for a 3- dimensional solid ele-
ment. It should be kept in mind that this figure is not representative of the 20 node
isoparametric element used in this thesis. Figure 12 on page 29 shows the coordinates
of the Gauss integration point numbering system. The convention for the integration
point numbering is as follows. The first integration of the element is the point with the
most negative location of r. s and t and this is denoted by INR= 1. INS= 1, INT= 1.
The next integration point is located by increasing t successively up to its maximum
positive value, then increasing s one position in the positive direction and varying t from
its maximum negative value to its maximum positive value, and so on [Rcf 4: pp.
XIiI-14 to XIII-17]. With the integration point coordinates and the integration point
stresses for the elements, the nodal point stresses can be extrapolated.
A steady state analysis was performed in this thesis, but the transient temperature
loading should be cvalutated. In order to do the transient loading, or even a more ac-
curate steady state analysis, better temperature data needs to be obtained along the en-
tire length of the header so that less assumptions arc made and more actual conditions
can be incorporated into the model.
A defect should be modeled into the tube to header attachment weld and the stress
redistribution of the header evalutated again. Another area of research could be the
study of creep within the header. Further research should also incorporate a pressure
gradient across the header in order to simulate the increase in steam flow rates.
This report has attempted to incorporate as much of the actual environment of the
superheater header as was permissible in the given time allotted for this research. It is
hoped that further investigations can be made in order to solve this problem and any





Figure 11. Integration point labeling
Order Labels
INR, INS and INT
r,s or t coordinate
1 1 .00000 00000 000
2 1
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Figure 12. Gauss iiitcgrntioii point mnubciing
APPENDIX A. ADINA INPUT FILE: SUPHTRTEMP.IN
-- ADINA INPUT FILE FOR 3D-HEADER --
THIS PROGRAM IS THE MODEL FOR THE LHA-1 SUPERHEATER HEADER
CONTROL INFORMATION
FILEUNITS LIST=6 L0G=6 ECH0=6
CONTROL ORIGIN=UPPERLEFT
DATABASE CREATE
" ADINA CONTROL INFORMATION
HEADING '3D -SUPERHEATER HEADER'
''- MASTER DEGREES OF FREEDOM ARE DEFINED
^.v.".w,-ADINA CONTROL INFORMATION, COMMENT LINES 27:32
MASTER ID0F=000111 ITP56=1




TOLERANCES RCTOL=0. 075 ITEMAX=25

















:VVr,V***,Wr,V-.V,V-V 1 . VrVrV:808.4
vr,>,v,v-;rvr TIMEFUNCTION 7
Vr-Vr-,rVr,WrVr,V-r,VO. 'V'VVr792. Q
,VVrVr*VrVr.V^^^,VVr 1 . ^V'Wr 7 9 2 . Q
*,v,vvr-.v-.v TIMEFUNCTION 8






















rrVt******AV-*Vrl. >\-:^-:r 7 SO .
••^•••- THIS TIMEFUNCTION DEFINED THE MIDNODES FOR THE INNER PART OF THE HEADER
vr^VVrVrVr^ TIMEFUNCTION 15
-VVrVWrsVVrVrttVrVcVrVfO, """877. 2
TrVr*****A*Vr*,V 1 . AV«V877.2




"••"•"••-"""WORKSTATION SYSTEM=4 DEVICE=0 OPTION=0
•jV-ViV THE MATERIAL PROPERTIES ARE DEFINED
i- COMMENT LINES 110: 116
'>'>*MATERIAL 1 TYPE=TEMPDEP-K
-V-V-V-, "'^-'•^ 70.0 20. 70
Vr-,VVr----v-;r200 21. 16
-V-VVf-j --;.-,V400 21.40
-VVf-.V-- "-•---.V600 20. 93
Vr-A-.V-!-,vv.-800 20.0
V"V-iWr^V-,V900 19.3
>v,v,v THE TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES F
COMMENT LINES 120: 126
MATERIAL 1 THERMO-ELASTIC TREF=0.
70. 29900000 0. 3 00000644
200. 29500000 0. 3 00000672
400. 28600000 0. 3 00000706
600 27400000 0. 3 00000739
800 25700000 0. 3 00000761
900 24500000 3 00000772
•>'' THE ELEMENT IS DEFINED
*-^'^ EGROUP 1 THREEDCONDUCTION M=l
EGROUP 1 THREEDSOLID M=l





9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
PRINT
YES

























LINE CYLINDRICAL 10 10 6 1
LINE CYLINDRICAL 11 11 6 1
THE MESH FOR THE INNER TUBE IS GENERATED
GVOLUME 10 10 9 9
GVOLl"ME 8 8 7 7 6
GVOLUME 6 6 5 5 4
GVOLUME 4 4 3 3 2
8 7 7 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=4 N0=20
5 5 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=4 N0=20
3 3 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=1 N0=20
1 1 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=1 N0=20
THE COORDINATES FOR THE OUTER TUBE ARE DEFINED
COORDINATES/ENTRIES
RICAL X=9. 4 Y==3. Z=l 125
NODE R THETA XL
463 0. 63 -0.4564
464 0. 75 -0. 49
465 0.63 -0.09327705
466 0. 75 -0. 11162873
479 0. 63 180 -0. 1036
490 0. 75 180 -0.07
467 0.63 0. 218
468 0. 75 0.218
469 0.63 1. 64381482
470 0. 75 1. 61759259
471 0. 63 4.
472 0. 75 4.0
473 0. 75001 1. 61759041
5S9 0. 75001 180 1. 94537256
474 0.63 30 -0.43276688
475 0.63 60 -0. 3682
476 0. 63 90 -0.28
477 0.63 120 -0. 1918
478 0.63 150 -0. 12723312
480 0. 63 210 -0. 12723312
481 0. 63 240 -0. 1918
482 0.63 270 -0.28
483 0.63 300 -0.3682
484 0.63 330 -0.43276688
4S5 0. 75 30 -0.46186535
486 0. 75 60 -0. 385
487 0.75 90 -0. 28
488 0. 75 120 -0. 175
489 0. 75 150 -0.09813465
491 0. 75 210 -0.09813465
492 0. 75 240 -0. 175
493 0. 75 270 -0.28
494 0. 75 300 -0. 385
495 0. 75 330 -0.46186535
584 0. 75001 30 1.63954765
585 0.75001 60 1.69953594
586 0. 75001 90 1. 78148148
587 0. 75001 120 1. 86342702
588 0. 75001 150 1. 92341531
590 0. 75001 210 1. 92341551
591 0.75001 240 1.86342702
592 0. 75001 270 1. 78148148
593 0. 75001 300 1.69953594
594 0. 75001 330 1.63954765
496 0. 63 30 -0. 08036908
.49 7 0.63 60 -0. 04510387
498 0.63 90 0.0030693
499 0.63 120 0.05124247
500 0.63 150 0. 08650768
501 0. 63 180 0.09941564
502 0.63 210 0. 08650768
503 0.63 240 (7.05124247
504 0.63 270 0. 0030693
505 0.63 300 -0.04510387
506 0. 63 330 -0.08036908
507 0. 75 30 -0.09626212
508 0.75 60 -0.05427972
509 0. 75 90 0.0030693
510 0. 75 120 0.06041831
511 0. 75 150 0. 10240071
512 0.75 180 0. 11776732
513 0. 75 210 0. 10240071
514 0. 75 240 0.06041831
515 0. 75 270 0.0030693
516 0. 75 300 -0.05427972
517 0.75 330 -0. 09626212
540 0.63 30 1.66225867
541 0.63 60 1. 71264813
542 0. 63 90 1. 78148148
5^3 0. 63 120 1.85031484
544 0. 63 150 1. 9007043
545 0.63 180 1.91914817
546 0.63 210 1. 9007043
547 0. 63 240 1.85031484
548 0. 63 270 1. 78148148
549 0. 63 300 1. 71264813
550 0. 63 330 1.66225867
551 0. 75 30 1.63954951
552 0. 75 60 1. 69953704
553 0. 75 90 1. 78148148
554 0. 75 120 1.86342593
555 0.75 150 1. 92341346
556 0. 75 180 1. 94537037
557 0. 75 210 1. 92341346
558 0. 75 240 1.86342593
559 0. 75 270 1. 78148148
560 0.75 300 1.69953704
561 0. 75 330 1. 63954951
LINE NODES 463 463 474 475
476 STEP 1 TO 484
LINE NODES 464 464 485 456
487 STEP 1 TO 495
LINE NODES 465 465 496 497
498 STEP 1 TO 506
LINE NODES 466 46b 507 508
509 STEP 1 TO 517
LINE CYLINDRICAL 467 467 6 1
LINE CYLINDRICAL 468 468 6 1
LINE NODES 469 469 540 541
542 STEP 1 TO 550
LINE NODES 470 470 551 552
553 STEP 1 TO 561
LINE CYLINDRICAL 471 471 6 1
LINE CYLIiNDRICAL 472 472 6 1
LINE NODES 473 473 584 585
586 STEP 1 TO 594
'' THE MESH FOR THE OUTER TUBE IS GENERATED
GVOLUME 472 472 471 471 470 470 469 469 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=4 N0=20
GVOLUME 470 470 469 469 468 468 467 467 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=4 N0=20
GVOLUME 468 468 467 467 466 466 465 465 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=1 N0=20
GVOLUME 466 466 465 465 464 464 463 463 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=1 N0=20
'•^ THE COORDINATES FOR THE HEADER AROUND THE TUBES ARE DEFINED
SYSTEM 3 TYPE=CARTESIAN X=9. 4 Y=0 Z=0
-> INNER TUBE HEADER NODES
COORD INATES /ENTRIES NODES X Y Z
925 0.0 0.0 0.0
926 0. 156 0.0 0.0
927 0. 218 0.0 0.
925 2.0 0.0 0.0
929 0.0 0. 1. 125
930 0. 156 0.0 1. 125
931 0.218 0.0 1. 125
932 2.0 0.0 1. 125
933 0.0 0. 2. 25
934 0. 156 0. 2. 25
935 0. 218 0. 2. 25
936 2. 0.0 2. 25
937 0.0 2. 0.
938 0. 156 2.0 0.0
939 0. 218 2.0 0.0
940 2. 2. 0.0
941 0.0 2. 1. 125
942 0. 156 2.0 1. 125
943 0. 218 2. 1. 125
944 2.0 2. 1. 125
945 0.0 2.0 2. 25
946 0. 156 2.0 2. 25
947 0. 218 2. 2.25
NODES OF THE CENTERS OF THE TUBES FOR MESH GENERATION
943 0.0 1.0 1.125
950 0. 156 1.0 1. 125
951 0.218 1.0 1. 125
952 2.0 1.0 1. 125
953 0.0 3.0 1. 125
954 0. 156 3.0 1. 125
955 0. 218 3.0 1. 125
956 2.0 3.0 1. 125
,v,v,v NODES FOR THE OUTER TUBE HEADER
1230 1.41 4. 7 2. 25
1231 0.218 4. 2764467 ?. 25
1232 -0. 171 4. 13822335 2. 25
1233 -0.56 4. 2. 25
1234 1.41 4. 7 1.125
1235 0.218 4.2764467 1. 125
1236 -0. 171 4. 13822335 1. 125
1237 -0.56 4.0 1. 125
1238 1.41 4. 7 0.
1239 0.218 4. 2764467 0.0
1240 -0. 171 4. 13822335 0.
1241 -0.56 4. 0.0
'' GENERATION OF THE MESK FOR THE INNER TUBE HEADER
LINE NODES 123 125 124
LINE ARC 68 70 NCEN=951 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 46 48 NCEN=950 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 24 26 NCEN=949 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
GVOLUME 948 936 125 123 947 935 70 68 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 947 935 70 68 946 934 48 46 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 946 934 48 46 945 933 26 24 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 125 127 126
LINE ARC 70 72 NCEN=951 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 43 50 NCEN=950 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 26 28 NCEN=949 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
GVOLUME 936 932 127 125 935 931 72 70 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 935 931 72 70 934 930 50 48 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 934 930 50 48 933 929 28 26 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 127 129 128
LINE ARC 72 74 NCEN=951 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 50 52 NCEN=950 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 28 30 NCEN=949 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
GVOLUME 932 928 129 127 931 927 74 72 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 931 927 74 72 930 926 52 50 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 930 926 52 50 929 925 30 28 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 129 131 130
LINE ARC 74 76 NCEN=951 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 52 54 NCEN=950 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 30 32 NCEN=949 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
GVOLUME 928 940 131 129 927 939 76 74 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 927 939 76 74 926 938 54 52 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 926 938 54 52 925 937 32 30 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 131 11 132
LINE ARC 76 6 NCEN=951 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 54 4 NCEN=950 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 32 2 NCEN=949 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
GVOLUME 940 944 11 131 939 943 6 76 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 939 943 6 76 938 942 4 54 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 938 942 4 54 937 941 2 32 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 11 123 122
LINE ARC 6 68 NCEN=951 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 4 46 NCEN=950 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 2 24 NCEN=949 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
GVOLUME 944 948 123 11 943 947 68 6 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 943 947 68 6 942 946 46 4 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 942 946 46 4 941 945 24 2 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
^'^ GENERATION OF THE MESH FOR THE OUTER TUBE HEADER
LINE NODES 587 589 588
LINE NODES 532 534 533
LINE NODES 510 512 511
lint: nodes 488 490 489
GVOLUME 948 944 589 587 947 943 534 532 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
LINE nodes 532 510 891
GVOLUME 947 943 534 532 946 942 512 510 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 510 488 909
GVOLUME 946 942 512 510 945 941 490 48S EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 589 591 590
LINE NODES 534 536 535
LINE NODES 512 514 513
LINE NODES 490 492 491
GVOLUME 944 940 591 589 943 939 536 534 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
LINE NODES 536 514 893
GVOLUME 943 939 536 534 942 938 514 512 ELI=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 514 492 911
GVOLUME 942 938 514 512 941 937 492 490 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 591 593 592
LINE NODES 536 538 537
LINE NODES 514 516 515
LINE NODES 492 494 493
GVOLUME 940 1238 593 591 939 1239 538 536 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
LINE NODES 533 516 894
GVOLUME 939 1239 538 536 938 1240 516 514 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 516 494 912
GVOLUME 938 1240 516 514 937 1241 494 492 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 593 473 594
LINE NODES 533 463 539
LINE NODES 516 466 517
LINE NODES 494 464 495
GVOLUME 123S 1234 473 593 1239 1235 468 538 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 123S 1235 468 538 1240 1236 466 516 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 1240 1236 466 516 1241 1237 464 494 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 473 585 584
LINE NODES 468 530 529
LINE NODES 466 508 507
LINE NODES 464 486 485
GVOLUME 1234 1230 585 473 1235 1231 530 468 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
LINE NODES 530 508 890
GVOLUME 1235 1231 530 468 1236 1232 508 466 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 508 486 908
GVOLUME 1236 1232 508 466 1237 1233 486 464 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 585 587 586
LINE NODES 530 532 531
LINE NODES 508 510 509
LINE NODES 486 488 487
GVOLUME 1230 948 587 585 1231 947 532 530 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 1231 947 532 530 1232 946 510 508 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 1232 946 510 508 1233 945 488 486 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
vcvrvc THE COORDINATES FOR THE REST OF THE HEADER ARE DEFINED
SYSTEM N=0
COORDINATES /ENTRIES NODE X Y Z
1366 9. 09 6. 32 0.0
1367 9. 09 6. 32 2.25
1368 7. 86 4. 67 0.0
1369 7. 86 4. 67 2.25
1370 6. 9 6. 79 0.
1371 6. 9 6. 79 2. 25
1372 6. 644 4. 85 0.
1373 6. 644 4. 85 2. 25
1374 4. 91 6. 37 0.
1375 4. 91 6. 37 2. 25
1376 5. 39 4. 6 0.
1377 5. 39 4. 6 2. 25
1378 3. 16 5. 575 0.
1379 3. 16 5. 575 2. 25
1380 4. 3 4. 057 0.0
1381 4. 3 4. 057 2.25
1382 1. 93 4. 61 0.
1383 1. 93 4. 61 2.25
1384 3. 31 3. 33 0.
1385 3. 31 3. 33 2. 25
1386 0. 77 3. 03 0.
1387 0. 77 3. 03 2. 25
1388 2. 53 2. 356 0.0
1389 2. 53 2. 356 2. 25
1390 0. 17 1. 55 0.0
1391 0. 17 1. 55 2.25
1392 2. 046 1. 22 0.
1393 2. 046 1. 22 2.25
1394 0. 0. 0.0
1395 0. 0. 2. 25
1396 1.87 0.0 0.0
1397 1. 87 0.0 2.25
1398 8. 27 5.22 0.0
1399 8. 27 5. 22 2. 25
1400 8. 065 4. 945 0.0
1401 8. 065 4. 945 2.25
,wr* THE MESH FOR THE REST OF THE HEADER IS GENERATED
GVOLUME 1238 1230 1231 1239 1366 1367 1399 1398 EL1=2 EL2=4 EL3=1
GVOLDIE 1239 1231 1232 1240 1398 1399 1401 1400 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=1
GVOLUME 1240 1232 1233 1241 1400 1401 1369 1368 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=1
GVOLUME 1367 1366 1370 1371 1369 1368 1372 1373 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=6
GVOLUME 1371 1370 1374 1375 1373 1372 1376 1377 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=6
GVOLUME 1375 1374 1378 1379 1377 1376 1380 1381 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=6
GVOLUME 1379 1378 1382 1383 1381 1380 1384 1385 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=6
GVOLUME 1383 1382 1386 1387 1385 1384 1388 1389 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=6
GVOLUME 1387 13S6 1390 1391 1389 1388 1392 1393 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=6
GVOLUME 1391 1390 1394 1395 1393 1392 1396 1397 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=6
,v*,v THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE HEADER ARE DEFINED
,v,v,vvr WHEN USING ADINA-T, COMMENT OUT LINES 526:586
-.r,v,v THE NODES AT THE CENTER OF THE TUBES ARE FIXED
BOUNDARIES 111111 TYPE=N0DES/949 STEP 1 TO 956
•^- THE NODE AT THE ORIGIN IS FIXED
BOUNDARIES 111111 TYPE=NODES/ 1892 , 1891 , 1893 , 1394 , 1395
^•"•' THE NODES ABOVE THE ORIGIN ARE ONLY ALLOWED TO ROLL IN THE X-DIRECTION
BOU'NDARIES 011111 TYPE=NODES
932 1015 1018 1023 1026 1031 1034 1039 931 1043 930 1046 929
1895 1902 1906 1913 1917 1924 1928 1935 1939 1946 1950 1956
— THE NODES IN THE Y=0 PLANE ARE CONSTRAINED TO ROLL ONLY IN THAT PLANE
BOLTsDARIES 010111 TYPE=NODES
936 1013 1049 928 961 1051 966 1017 1053 1054 973 1059 978 1025 1061 1062
985 1067 990 1033 1069 1070 997 1075 935 1041 1077 927 1004 1079 934 1044
1080 926 1009 1082 933 1047 1083 925 1394 1395 1891 1893 1894 1896 1900
1901 1903 1904 1905 1907 1911 1912 1914 1915 1916 1918 1922 1923 1925 1926
1927 1929 1933 1934 1936 1937 1938 1940 1944 1945 1947 1948 1949 1951 1396
1397 1955 1957
'''•''' THE NODES IN THE Z=0 PLANE ARE CONSTRAINED TO ROLL ONLY IN THAT PLANE
BOl-NDARIES 001111 TYPE=NODES12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 17 28
39 50 61 72 83 94 105 116 127 133 136 139 142
145 14S 151 157 163 166 169 175 131 184 187 190 193
199 205 208 211 217 223 226 225 232 235 241 247 250
253 259 265 268 271 274 277 280 283 286 289 292
301 307 310 313 319 325 328 331 334 337 343 349
355 361 367 370 373 376 379 385 391 394 397 403
412 415 418 421 424 427 430 433 436 439 442 445
451 454 45 7 460 463 464 465 466 467 468 469 470
472 473 479 490 501 512 523 534 545 556 567 578
595 598 601 604 607 610 613 619 625 628 631 637
646 649 652 655 661 667 670 673 679 685 688 691
697 703 709 712 715 721 727 730 733 736 739 742
748 751 754 757 763 769 772 775 781 787 790 793
799 805 811 814 817 823 829 832 835 838 841 847
856 859 865 871 874 877 880 883 '886 889 892 895
901 904 907 910 913 916 919 922 941 942 943 944
1016 1020 1022 1024 1028 1030 1032 1036 1038 1040 1042 1045
1055 1063 1071 1122 1123 1124 1126 1128 1130 1131 1132 1134
1138 1139 1140 1142 1144 1146 1147 1148 1150 1151 1153 1154
1159 1163 1167 1174 1176 1179 1182 1184 1187 1190 1192 1195
1200 1202 1204 1206 1210 1216 1222 1234 1235 1236 1237 1279
1281 1283 1285 1287 1288 1289 1291 1293 1295 1296 1297 1299
1303 1304 1305 1307 1308 1310 1311 1313 1320 1328 1336 1403
1409 1412 1415 1418 1421 1425 1429 1433 1437 1441 1445 1448
1454 1457 1460 1463 1466 1469 1472 1475 1478 1482 1486 1489
1497 1500 1504 1508 1511 1515 1519 1522 1526 1530 1533 1536
1542 1545 1548 1552 1556 1559 1563 1567 1570 1574 1578 1581
1589 1592 1596 1600 1603 1606 1609 1612 1615 1618 1622 1626
1633 1637 1640 1644 1648 1651 1655 1659 1662 1666 1670 1673
1679 1682 1685 1688 1692 1696 1699 1703 1707 1710 1714 1718
1725 1729 1732 1736 1740 1743 1746 1749 1752 1755 1758 1762
1769 1773 1777 17S0 1784 1788 1791 1795 1799 1802 1806 1810
1816 1819 1822 1825 1828 1832 1836 1839 1843 1847 1850 1854
1861 1865 1869 1872 1876 1880 1883 1886 1889 1898 1909 1920
1942 1953

























COMMENT LINES 617: 620
,v,v,v I.MTIAL TEMPERATURES
'^'•"^ 1 350.
-;r.v^ STEP 1 TO
,VVrVrl95 7 350.
,wr,v-.> \,-HEN USING ADINA, COMMENT OUT LINES 623:849
••^-••"'^ LOADS TEMPERATURE
'^••- INNER NODES OF THE HEADER




VVVr* 925 1 2
-VVr-jV 937 1 1
VrtV* 1119 1 1
VrVr* 1241 1 1
VrVrVr 1276 1 1
-.V-ir* 1368 1 1
-•"V-V STEP 4 TO
V.-VrVr 1396 1 1
-,v-;c-v 1459 1 1
-•">:> 1534 1 1
V.-Vr-.V STEP 70 TO
VrVr-V 1954 1 1
V.V.^ 926 1 3
VrVrVr 938 1 3
rr^rVr 1116 1 3
«-:V,V 1240 1 3
i'-:tit 1273 1 3
VrVrVr 1400 1 3
VfVr^V 1450 1 3
-.VVrVr 1528 1 3
VrVrVr STEP 70 TO
VrVr* 1948 1 3
-•"'?:•; 1523 1 3
-r-.VVf STEP 70 TO
-.VVrVf 1943 1 3
-;.--•.--•.- 927 1 4
-v-v-.v 939 1 4
VrVf-sV 1113 1 4
VriV-sV 1239 1 4
v-VVf 1270 1 4
VrTVVc 139S 1 4
-VVr-,V 1414 1 4
VrVr.V 1512 1 4
-.v-.r-;.- STEP 70 TO
,v,v,v 1932 1 4
v^^>^^ 1517 14
''"'"V STEP 70 TO
,v,v-;r 1937 1 4
,v,vvf 1070 1 5
^cVrVr 1105 1 5
-.v-;r,v 1106 1 5
,vvr,v 1262 1 5
''"•"V 1263 1 5
,v-,v,v 1411 1 5
^v,v,v 1439 1 5
Vc-;r-,v 1501 1 5
,vvr-;c STEP 70 TO
Vr,V-.V 1921 1 5
'••--ov 1506 1 5
V.--.V-.V STEP 70 TO
,v-.v-,v 19 26 1 5
VwV-v 1062 1 6
-v-'ov 109 7 1 6
,v,vvc 1098 1 6
-'""V 1254 1 6
,vv.-,v 1255 1 6
,v-,v,v 1408 1 6
-;.-v,--.v 1431 1 6
,v,v,v 1490 1 6
-•--•".V STEP 70 TO
-;r,v-.v 1910 1 6
^^^^^v 1495 1 6
,v,v,v STEP 70 TO
-'"-•"-••- 1915 1 6
^>^'^^'^ 1054 1 7
^^^^^ 10S9 1 7
-vv.-v.- 1090 1 7
v^^v^v 1246 1 7
v^^'^'> 1405 1 7
-v^>^^ 1423 1 7
-vr.v 1479 1 7
,v-,v-.v STEP 70 TO
••-•"•- 1899 1 7
VrVrVc 1484 1 7
-•^•-•- STEP 70 TO
,v-v,v 1904 1 7
,v-;,-,v 928 1 8
-.v-.v.v 940 1 8
^--••"•^ 1085 1 8
^vv.--.v 1238 1 8
v,-v.-,v 1242 1 8
,•."--;.- 1366 1 8
,vvc-.v STEP 4 TO
^^^^^^ 1394 1 8
-vr- 1402 1 8
vr.w. 147 1 8
HIGH TEMPERATURE SIDE OF THE MODEL (Z=2. 25)
ft">V* STEP 70 TO
sVVrVc 1890 1 8
-:rir F
VrVrVr 933 1 2
Vr-sVVr 945 1 2
•h-k-^ 1010 1 2
•sViV* 1233 1 2
*** 1365 1 2
*** STEP 4 TO
*** 1397 1 2
A-sV* 1461 1 2
Vr** 1532 1 2
iV^V* STEP 70 TO
1952 1 2
934 1 9
VrV«V 946 1 9
VrVrVf 1005 1 9
Vr*Vr 1232 1 9
sV-.Wf 1364 1 9
VrVrVr 1401 1 9
Vr*iV 1452 1 9
-VVrV? 1521 1 9
*V.-Vr STEP 70 TO
-•-•::•!! 1941 1 9
-.Wr-V 1524 1 9
Vr-VVr STEP 70 TO
VrVrVr 1944 1 9
yr-:V7V 935 1 10
VrVf* 947 1 10
VrVrrr 1000 1 10
Vr'iVVr 1231 1 10
VrVrVr 1363 1 10
VrVrVr 1399 1 10
VrVrVr 1416 1 10
vV-.r-.V 1510 1 10
VrV.-Vr STEP 70 TO
-.VVfVr 1939 1 10
V.-VrVr 1513 1 10
•.VVrVr STEP 70 TO
-.r-:VTV 1933 1 10
VrVrVr 988 1 11
Vr-VVr 989 1 11
•jVVrVr 990 1 11
-VVr-A' 1335 1 11
Vr-V-V 1359 1 11
VrVrVf 1413 1 11
Vr-;.-^ 1443 1 11
VrVrVr 1499 1 11
V.-V.-Vf STEP 70 TO
VrVrVr 1919 1 11
V;-;.--,V 1502 1 11
,'«v,v STEP 70 TO
Vr,V--V 1922 1 11
,v,v,v 9 76 1 12
-•oV,v 9 77 1 12
*''"' 9 78 1 12
,v-v-v 1327 1 12
,v-;-,v 1355 1 12
,v-.v,v 1410 1 12
,v,v,v 1435 1 12
V"V,v 1488 1 12
,.„v,v STEP 70 TO
'•"W- 1908 1 12
•>'"'* 1491 1 12
'VVc-v STEP 70 TO
^v^vVf 1911 1 12
,v-'"V 964 1 13
>'^^>^'^ 965 1 13
-,•:-;.- 966 1 13
^'^^^^ 1319 1 13
vv,v-,v 1351 1 13
,v-.v,v 1407 1 13
VrVrVr 1421 1 13
^'^'^^ 1477 1 13
-v,v-;.- STEP 70 TO
-v,v-,v 189 7 1 13
-vy>--,v 1480 1 13
Vr,VVr STEP 70 TO
'WrVc 1900 1 13
,'.".vvr 936 1 14
-v-.v-.v 948 1 14
—
"
95 7 1 14
•"•-^- 1230 1 14
'>^'^^^ 1350 1 14
^^^'^^•^ 1367 1 14
-•'"---• STEP 4 TO
^•^^•^^'^ 1395 1 14
v:vv. 1404 1 14
.v,v,v 1468 1 14
-••-•--^'- STEP 70 TO
'^^'^'V 1888 1 14
'•^'> THE MIDNODES OF THE INNER PART OF THE HEADER
v."V,v 929 1 15
:?rVr.V 941 1 15
-v--v,v 1237 1 15
:?.-,v,v 1466 1 15
'>-'"'- 1536 1 15
•"••• 1606 1 15
-,vvr-.v 16 76 1 15
Vr-r,V 1746 1 15
-v-.v-.v 1816 1 15
^^^^^•^ 1SS6 1 15
,v,v,v 1956 1 15
'•"V THE MIDNODES OF THE OUTER PART OF THE HEADER
VrVr-.V 944 1 16
*VciV 1234 1 16
*Vc^V 1418 1 16
VfjVVr 1472 1 16
TSrVriV 1542 1 16
*Vr-,V 1612 1 16
*--"V 1682 1 16
*VrVr 1752 1 16
*>•-* 1822 1 16
Vr-;VVr 1892 1 16
THE FOLLOWING CONSTRAINTS ARE NECESSARY BECAUSE COORDINATES
WERE DUPLICATED IN THE GENERATION OF THE MESH FOR THE HEADER
AT THE BOUNDARY OF THE TUBES
WHEN USING ADINA-T, COMMENT OUT LINES 856: 1325
CONSTRAINTS
968 1 1019 1
968 2 1019 2
968 3 1019 3
1020 1 1055 1
1020 2 1055 2
1056 1 1091 1
1056 2 1091 2
1956 3 1091 3
1127 1 1092 1
1127 2 1092 2
1127 3 1092 3
1159 1 1128 1
1159 2 1128 2
967 1 1160 1
967 2 1160 2
967 3 1160 3
980 1 1027 1
980 2 1027 2
980 3 1027 3
1028 1 1063 1
1028 2 1063 2
1064 1 1099 1
1064 2 1099 2
1064 3 1099 3
1135 1 1100 1
1135 2 1100 2
1135 3 1100 3
1163 1 1136 1
1163 2 1136 2
979 1 1164 1
979 2 1164 2
979 3 1164 3
992 1 1035 1
992 2 1035 2
992 3 1035 3
1036 1 1071 1
1036 2 1071 2
1072 1 1107 1
1072 2 1107 2
1072 3 1107 3
1143 1 1108 1
1143 2 1108 2
1143 3 1108 3
1167 1 1144 1
1167 2 1144 2
991 1 1168 1
991 2 1168 2
991 3 1168 3
1158 2 1177 1
1158 2 1177 2
1158 3 1177 3
1179 1 1210 1
1179 2 1210 2
1125 1 1209 1
1125 2 1209 2
1125 3 1209 3
1211 1 124S 1
1211 2 1248 2
1211 3 1248 3
1284 1 1249 1
1284 2 1249 2
1284 3 1249 3
1320 1 1285 2
1320 2 1283 2
1352 1 1321 1
1352 2 1321 2
1352 3 1321 3
1178 1 1353 1
1178 2 1353 2
1178 3 1353 3
1162 1 11S5 1
1162 2 1185 2
1162 3 1185 3
1187 1 1216 1
1187 2 1216 1
1133 1 1215 1
1133 2 1215 2
1133 3 1215 3
1217 1 1256 1
1217 2 1256 2
1217 3 1256 3
1292 1 1257 1
1292 2 1257 2
1292 3 1257 3
1328 1 1293 1
1328 2 1293 2
1356 1 1329 1
lj5b 2 1329 2
1356 3 1329 3
1186 1 1357 1
1186 2 1357 2
1186 3 1357 3
1166 1 1193 1
1166 2 1193 2
1166 3 1193 3
1195 1 1222 1
1195 2 1222 2
1141 1 1221 1
1141 2 1221 2
1141 3 1221 3
1223 1 1264 1
1223 2 1264 2
1223 3 1264 3
1300 1 1265 1
1300 2 1265 2
1300 3 1265 3
1336 1 1301 1
1336 2 1301 2
1360 1 1337 1
1360 2 1337 2
1360 3 1337 3
1194 1 1361 1
1194 2 1361 2
1194 3 1361 3
THE FOLLOWING CONSTRAINTS DEFINE THE CONTACT SURFACES
283 2 1124 2
284 2 962 2
284 3 962 3
285 2 963 2
265 3 963 3
266 2 1016 2
287 2 1052 2
287 3 1052 3
288 2 1088 2
288 3 1088 3
325 2 1132 2
326 2 974 2
326 3 974 3
327 2 975 2
327 3 975 3
328 2 1024 2
329 2 1060 2
329 3 1060 3
330 2 1096 2
330 3 1096 3
367 2 1140 2
368 2 986 2
368 3 956 3
369 2 987 2
369 3 957 3























































































71 2 1305 2
72 2 1341 2
72 3 1341 3
73 2 1199 2
73 3 1199 3
74 2 1200 2
75 2 1226 2
75 3 1226 3
76 2 1269 2
76 3 1269 3
THESE ARE THE CONTACT SURFACES FOR THE 3-DIMENSIONAL MODEL
CGROUP 1 CONTACTS
CONTACTSURFACE 1 IS THE HEADER AROUND THE INNER TUBE
CONTACTSURFACE 1
1 123 124 970 969
2 969 970 982 981
3 981 982 994 993
4 993 994 69 68
5 124 125 971 970
6 970 971 983 982
7 982 983 995 994
8 994 995 70 69
9 125 126 1021 971
10 971 1021 1029 983
11 983 1029 1037 995
12 995 1037 71 70
13 126 127 1022 1021
14 1021 1022 1030 1029
15 1029 1030 1038 1037
16 1037 1038 72 71
17 127 128 1057 1022
18 1022 1057 1065 1030
19 1030 1065 1073 1038
20 1038 1073 73 72
21 128 129 1058 1057
22 1057 1058 1066 1065
23 1065 1066 1074 1073
24 1073 1074 74 73
25 129 130 1093 1058
26 1058 1093 1101 1066
27 1066 1101 1109 1074
28 1074 1109 75 74
29 130 131 1094 1093
30 1093 1094 1102 1101
31 1101 1102 1110 1109
32 1109 1110 76 75
33 131 132 1129 1094
34 1094 1129 1137 1102
35 1102 1137 1145 1110
36 1110 1145 77 76
37 132 11 1130 1129
33 1129 1130 1138 1137
39 1137 1138 1146 1145
40 1145 1146 6 77
41 11 122 1161 1130
42 1130 1161 1165 1138
43 1138 1165 1169 1146
44 1146 1169 67 6
45 122 123 969 1161
46 1161 969 981 1165
47 1165 981 993 1169
''"V CONTACTSURFACE 2 IS THE HEADER AROUND THE OUTER TUBE
CONTACTSURFACE 2
1 585 586 1354 1323
2 1323 1354 1358 1331
3 1331 1358 1362 1339
4 1339 1362 531 530
5 586 587 1180 1354
6 1354 1180 1188 1358
7 1358 1188 1196 1362
8 1362 1196 532 531
9 587 588 1181 1180
10 1180 1181 1189 1188
11 1188 1189 1197 1196
12 1196 1197 533 532
13 588 589 1182 1181
14 1181 1182 1190 1189
15 1189 1190 1198 1197
16 1197 1198 534 533
17 589 590 1212 1182
18 1182 1212 1218 1190
19 1190 1218 1224 1198
20 1198 1224 535 534
21 590 591 1213 1212
22 1212 1213 1219 1218
23 1218 1219 1225 1224
24 1224 1225 536 535
25 591 592 1250 1213
26 1213 1250 1258 1219
27 1219 1258 1266 1225
28 1225 1266 537 536
29 592 593 1251 1250
30 1250 1251 1259 1258
31 1258 1259 1267 1266
32 1266 1267 538 537
33 593 594 1286 1251
34 1251 1286 1294 1259
35 1259 1294 1302 1267
36 1267 1302 539 538
37 594 473 1287 1286
38 1286 1287 1295 1294
39 1294 1295 1303 1302
40 1302 1303 468 539
41 473 584 1322 1287
42 1287 1322 1330 1295
43 1295 1330 1338 1303
44 1303 1338 529 468
45 584 583 1323 1322
46 1322 1323 1331 1330
47 1330 1331 1339 1338
48 1338 1339 530 529
** CONTACTSURFACE 3 IS THE INNER TUBE
CONTACTSURFACE 3
1 195 237 238 196
2 237 90 91 238
3 90 297 298 91
4 297 339 340 298
5 339 381 382 340
6 381 68 69 382
7 196 238 239 197
8 238 91 92 239
9 91 298 299 92
10 298 340 341 299
11 340 382 383 341
12 382 69 70 383
13 197 239 240 198
14 239 92 93 240
15 92 299 300 93
16 299 341 342 300
17 341 353 384 342
18 383 70 71 384
19 198 240 241 199
20 240 93 94 241
21 93 300 301 94
22 300 342 343 301
23 342 384 385 343
24 384 71 72 385
25 199 241 242 200
26 241 94 95 242
27 94 301 302 95
28 301 343 344 302
29 343 3S5 386 344
30 383 72 73 386
31 200 242 243 201
32 242 95 96 243
33 95 302 303 96
34 302 344 345 303
35 344 366 387 345
36 386 73 74 387
37 201 243 244 202
38 243 96 97 244
39 96 303 304 97
40 303 345 346 304
41 345 387 388 346
42 387 74 75 388
43 202 244 245 203
44 244 97 98 245
45 97 304 305 98
46 304 346 347 305
47 346 383 389 347
48 383 75 76 389
49 203 245 246 204
50 2-5 9£ 99 246
51 95 305 306 99
52 305 347 348 306
53 347 389 390 348
54 389 76 77 390
55 204 246 235 193
56 246 99 8 235
57 99 306 295 8
58 306 348 , 337 295
59 348 390 379 337
60 390 77 6 379
61 193 235 236 194
62 235 8 89 236
63 8 295 296 89
64 295 337 338 296
65 337 379 380 338
66 379 6 67 380
67 194 236 237 195
68 236 89 90 237
69 89 296 297 90
70 296 338 339 297
71 338 380 381 339
72 380 b7 68 381
'''* CONTACTSURFACE 4 IS THE OUTER TUBE
V-
CONTACTSURFACE 4
1 657 699 700 658
2 699 552 553 700
3 552 759 760 553
4 759 801 802 760
5 801 843 844 802
6 843 530 531 844
7 658 700 701 659
8 700 553 554 701
9 553 760 761 554
10 760 802 803 761
11 802 844 845 803
12 844 531 532 845
13 659 701 702 660
14 701 554 555 702
15 554 7bl 762 555
16 761 803 804 762
17 803 845 846 804
18 845 532 533 846
19 660 702 703 661
20 702 555 556 703
21 555 762 763 556
22 762 804 805 763
23 804 846 847 805
24 846 533 5 34 8^7
25 661 703 704 662
26 703 556 557 704
27 556 763 764 557
28 763 805 806 764
29 805 8-7 848 806
30 847 534 535 848
31 662 704 705 663
32 704 557 558 705
33 557 764 765 558
34 764 806 807 765
35 806 848 849 807
36 848 535 536 849
37 663 705 706 664
38 705 5 58 559 706
39 558 765 766 559
40 765 807 808 766
41 807 849 850 808
42 849 536 537 850
43 664 706 707 665
44 706 559 560 707
45 559 766 767 560
46 766 808 809 767
47 808 850 851 809
48 850 537 538 851
49 665 707 708 666
50 707 560 561 708
51 560 767 768 561
52 767 809 810 768
53 809 851 852 810
54 851 538 539 852
55 666 70S 697 655
56 705 561 470 697
57 561 768 757 470
56 768 810 799 757
59 810 852 841 799
60 852 539 468 841
61 655 697 698 656
62 697 470 551 698
63 470 757 758 551
64 757 799 800 758
65 79 9 841 842 800
66 841 468 529 842
67 656 698 699 657
68 698 551 552 699
69 551 758 759 552
70 758 800 801 759
71 800 842 843 801
72 842 529 530 845
THE FOLLO\aNG DEFINE THE CONTACT Pi
CONTACTPAIK 1 C=l T=3
CONTACTPAIR 2 C=2 T=4
THE FOLLOWING DEFINE THE GRAPHICS FOR THE HEADER
FRAME XFMAX= 22.5 YFMAX= 17.0 XSF= 1.0 YSF= 0.5
VIEW IU=1 XV1EW=1 YVIEW=-1 ZVIEW=1
VIEW ID=1 XVIEW=0 YVIEW=0 ZVIEW=1
THE FOLLOW I N'G ZONES DEFINE DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE HEADER
INNER TUBE
EZONE TUBEl
1 2 STEP 1 TO 60
MESH TUBEl VIEW=1 PLOTAREA=0
,v-;oV OUTER TUBE
EZONE TUBE2
,v-;."A- 61 62 STEP 1 TO 120
,v-A";r-,v MESH TUBE 2 VIEW=1 PLOTAREA=
,v,v,v INNER TUBE HEADER
EZONE IHDR
Vr,v-,v 121 122 STEP 1 TO 156
-,v,v-;.-,v MESH IHDR VIEW=1 PLOTAREA=0
OUTER TUBE HEADER
EZONE OHDR
157 158 STEP 1 TO 192
MESH OHDR VIEW=1 PLOTAREA=
INNER TUBE AND INNER TUBE HEADER
ZZONE COMBO 1 TUBEl IHDR
MESH COMBOl VIEW=1 FLOTAREA=0
OUTER TUBE AND OUTER TUBE HEADER
ZZONE C0MB02 TUBE2 OHDR
MESH C0MB02 VIEW=1 PLOTAREA=0
' REST OF THE HEADER
EZONE HDR
193 194 STEP 1 TO 288
MESH HDR VIEW=1 FLOTAREA=0
'-'^ ENTIRE HEADER
ZZONE COMBOS COMBOl C0MB02 HDR
'•"^'^ MESH C0MB03 VIE\v = l PLOTAREA=0 HIDDEN=REM0VE OUTLINE=YES LINES=
ADINA-T
ADINA
APPENDIX B. ADINA PLOT FILE: PROGRAM SUPHTRTEMP.PLOT
--- ADINA -PLOT INPUT FILE ---
THIS FILE IS THE RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS FOR THE LHA-1 CLASS
SUPERHEATER HEADER
* CONTROL PARAMETERS
FILEUNITS LIST=7 L0G=6 ECH0=6
CONTROL ORIGIN=UPPERLEFT
WORKSTATION SYSTEM=4 DEVICE=0 OPTION=0
^•- ADINA -PLOT CONTROL PARAMETERS
DATABASE CREATE FORMATTED=YES
>' DEFIN'E STRESS POINTS OF THE WELD
EZONE Tl'BEl
55 56 STEP 1 TO 60
115 116 STEP 1 TO 120
^^ GRAPHICS PORTION
^'^ ORIGINAL MESH VS. DEFORMED MESH
VIEW ID=1 XVIEW=0 YV1EW=0 ZVIEW=-1
FRAME HEADING=UPPER XFMAX=22. 5 YFMAX=17. XSF=1. YSF=0.
5
MESH PLOTAREA=0 V1EW=1 0RIGINAL=1 DEF0RMED=2 DMAX=1.
,
HIDDEN=N LINES=-99
••- TABLES AND LISTS OF RESULTS
ZLIST TUBEl VARIABLES=STRESS-XX STRESS-YY STRESS-ZZ STRESS-XY,
STRESS -XZ STRESS -YZ
APPENDIX C. ADINA-IN INPUT FILE: PROGRAM SUPHTR.IN
-- ADINA INPUT FILE FOR 3D-HEADER --
THIS PROGRAM IS THE MODEL FOR THE LHA-1 SUPERHEATER HEADER
CONTROL INFORMATION
FILEUNITS LIST=6 L0G=6 ECH0=6
CONTROL ORIGIN=UPPERLEFT
DATABASE CREATE
^> ADINA CONTROL INFORMATION
HEADING '3D-SUPERHEATER HEADER'





WORKSTATION SYSTEM=4 DEVICE=0 0PTI0N=1
-'•- THE MATERIAL PROPERTIES ARE DEFINED
MATERIAL N=l ELASTIC E=29 600000 NU=0.
3
•> THE COORDINATES FOR THE ENTIRE HEADER ARE DEFINED
SUBSTRUCTURE
SYSTEM
COORDINATES/ENTRIES NODE X Y z
1 0. 0. 0.
2 11. 4 0.0 0.0
3 0. 0.0 2. 25
4 11.4 0.0 2. 25








,v,v,v THE COORDINATES FOR THE INNER TUBE ARE DEFINED
SYSTEM 1 TYPE=CYLINDRICAL X=9.4 Y=1.0 Z=l. 125
COORDINATES/ENTRIES NODE R THETA XL
1 0. 63 0. ,
2 0. 75 0.
3 0. 63 0. 156
4 0. 75 0. 156
5 0.63 0. 218
6 0. 75 0.218
7 0.63 2.
8 0. 75 2.0
9 0.63 4.0
10 0. 75 4.0
11 0.75001 2.0
LINE CYLINDRICAL 1 1 6 1
LINE CYLINDRICAL 2 2 6 1
LINE CYLINDRICAL 3 3 6 1
LINE CYLINDRICAL 4 4 6 1
LINE CYLINDRICAL 5 5 6 1
LINE CYLINDRICAL 6 6 6 1
LINE CYLINDRICAL 7 7 6 1
LINE CYLINDRICAL S 8 6 1
LINE CYLINDRICAL 9 9 6 1
LINE CYLINDRICAL 10 10 6 1
LINE CYLINDRICAL 11 11 6 1
TilE MESH. FOR THE INNER TUBE IS GENERATED
gvolu:;e lO lO 9 9 8 8
GVOLUME 8 8 7 7 6 6 5
GVOLUME 6 6 5 5 4 4 3
GVOLUME 4 4 3 3 2 2 1
7 7 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=4 N0=20
5 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=4 N0=20
3 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=1 N0=20
1 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=1 N0=20
THE COORDINATES FOR THE CUTER TUBE ARE DEFINED



















470 0. 75 1.61759259
471 0.63 4.
472 0.75 4.
473 0. 75001 1. 61759041
589 0. 75001 180 1. 94537256
474 0. 63 30 -0.43276688
475 0. 63 60 -0. 3682
476 0. 63 90 -0. 28
477 0.63 120 -0. 1918
478 0. 63 150 -0. 12723312
480 0.63 210 -0. 12723312
481 0.63 240 -d. 1918
482 0. 63 270 -0.28
483 0. 63 300 -0. 3682
484 0. 63 330 -0.43276688
485 0. 75 30 -0.46186535
486 0. 75 60 -0. 385
487 0. 75 90 -0. 28
488 0.75 120 -0. 175
489 0. 75 150 -0. 09813465
491 0. 75 210 -0. 09813465
492 0. 75 240 -0. 175
493 0.75 270 -0.28
494 0. 75 300 -0. 385
495 0. 75 330 -0.46186535
584 0.75001 30 1. 63954765
585 0. 75001 60 1. 69953594
586 0. 75001 90 1. 78148148
587 0. 75001 120 1. 86342702
588 0. 75001 150 1.92341531
590 0. 75001 210 1.92341531
591 0. 75001 240 1.86342702
592 0. 75001 270 1. 78148148
593 0. 75001 300 1.69953594
594 0. 75001 330 1.63954765
496 0.63 30 -0.08036908
497 0. 63 60 -0. 04510387
498 0.63 90 0.0030693
499 0. 63 120 0. 05124247
500 0. 63 150 0.08650768
501 0. 63 180 0.09941564
502 0. 63 210 0.08650768
503 0. 63 240 0. 05124247
504 0. 63 270 0.0030693
505 0. 63 300 -0. 04510387
506 0. 63 330 -0.08036908
507 0. 75 30 -0. 09626212
508 0. 75 60 -0.05427972
509 0. 75 90 0.0030693
510 0. 75 120 0.06041831
511 0. 75 150 0. 10240071
512 0. 75 180 0. 11776732
513 0. 75 210 0. 10240071
514 0. 75 240 0.06041831
515 0. 75 270 0. 0030693
51o 0. 75 300 -0. 05427972
517 75 330 -0. 09626212
540 0. 63 30 1.66225867
541 0. 63 60 1. 71264813
542 0. 63 90 1. 78148148
543 0. 63 120 1. 85031484
544 0. 63 150 1. 9007043
545 0. 63 180 1.91914817
546 0. 63 210 1.9007043
547 0. 63 240 1. 85031484
548 0. 63 270 1. 78148148
549 0. 63 300 1. 71264813
550 0. 63 330 -1.66225867
551 0. 75 30 1.63954951
552 0. 75 60 1.69953704
553 0. 75 90 1. 78148148
554 0. 75 120 1.86342593
555 0. 75 150 1.92341346
556 0. 75 180 1.94537037
557 0. 75 210 1.92341346
558 0. 75 240 1. 86342593
559 0. 75 270 1. 78148148
560 0. 75 300 1. 69953704
561 0. 75 330 1.63954951
LINE NODES 463 463 474 475
476 STEP 1 TO 484
LINE NODES 464 464 485 486
487 STEP 1 TO 495
LINE NODES 465 465 496 497
498 STEP 1 TO 506
LINE NODES 466 466 507 508
509 STEP 1 TO 517
LINE CYLINDRICAL 467 467 6 1
LI.NE CYLINDRICAL 468 468 6 1
LINE NODES 469 469 540 541
• 542 STEP 1 TO 550
LINE NODES 470 470 551 552
553 STEP 1 TO 561
LINE CYLINDRICAL 471 471 6 1
LINE CYLINDRICAL 472 472 6 1
LINE NODES 473 473 584 585
566 STEP 1 TO 594
^ THE MESH FOR THE OUTER TUBE IS GENERATED
GVOLUME 472 472 471 471 470 470 469 469 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=4 N0=20
GVOLU.ME 470 470 469 469 468 468 467 467 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=^ N0=20
GVOLUME 468 468 467 467 466 466 465 465 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=1 N0=20
GVOLUIIE 466 466 465 465 464 464 463 463 EL1=6 EL2=1 EL3=1 N0=20
•> THE COORDINATES FOR THE HEADER AROUND THE TUBES ARE DEFINED
SYSTZ" 3 TYFE=CARTESIAN X=9.4 Y=0 Z=0
*-v* INNER TUBE HEADER NODES
COORDINATES/ENTRIES NODES X Y z
925 0. 0.0 0.0
926 0. 156 0.0
927 0. 218 0.
928 2. 0.0
929 0. 1. 125
930 0. 156 1. 125
931 0. 218 1.125
932 2. 1. 125
933 0. ^.25
934 0. 156 2. 25
935 0. 218 2. 25
936 2. 2.25
937 0. 2 0.0
938 0. 156 2 0.0
939 0. 218 2 0.0
9<^0 2. 2 0.
9^+ 1 0. 2 1.125
9^+ 2 0. 156 2 1. 125
9~+ 3 0. 218 2 1. 125
9 +4 2. 2 1. 125
9^+5 0. 2 2. 25
9-+6 0. 156 2 2.25
947 0. 218 2 2.25
91+ 5 2. 2 2.25
NODES OF THE CENTERS OF THE TUBES FOR MESH GENERATION
949 0. 1. 1 125
950 0. 156 1. 1 125
951 0. 218 1. 1 125
952 2. 1.0 1 125
953 0. 3. 1 125
954 0. 156 3. 1 125
95 5 0. 218 3. 1 125
956 2. 3. 1 125
NODES FOR THE OUTER TUBE HEADER
1230 1.41 4. 7 2.25
1231 0. 218 4. 2764467 2.25
1232 -0. 171 4. 13822335 2. 25
1233 -0.56 4. 2. 25
1234 1.41 4. 7 1. 125
1235 0. 218 4. 2764467 1. 125
1236 -0. 171 4. 13822335 1.125
1237 -0.56 4. 1. 125
1238 1. 41 4. 7 0.0
1239 0. 218 4.2764467 0.
1240 -0. 171 4. 13822335 0.0
1241 -0.56 4. 0.0
^•-'"> GENERATION OF THE MESH FOR THE INNER TUBE HEADER
LINE NODES 123 125 124
LINE ARC 68 70 NCEN=951 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 46 48 NCEN=950 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 24 26 NCEN=949 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
GVOLUME 948 936 125 123 947 935 70 68 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 947 935 70 68 946 934 48 46 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLU^:E 946 934 48 46 945 933 26 24 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 125 127 126
LINE ARC 70 72 NCEN=951 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 48 50 NCEN=950 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 26 28 NCEN=949 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
GVOLUME 936 932 127 125 935 931 72 70 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 935 931 72 70 934 930 50 48 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 934 930 50 48 933 929 28 26 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 127 129 128
LINE ARC 72 74 NCEN=951 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 50 52 NCEN=950 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 28 30 NCEN=949 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
GVOLUME 932 928 129 127 931 927 74 72 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 931 927 74 72 930 926 52 50 EL]=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 930 926 52 50 929 925 30 28 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 129 131 130
LINE ARC 74 76 NCEN=951 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 52 54 NCEN=950 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 30 32 NCEN=949 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
GVOLUME 928 940 131 129 927 939 76 74 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 927 939 76 74 926 938 54 52 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 926 938 54 52 925 937 32 30 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 131 .11 132
LINE ARC 76 6 NCEN=951 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 54 4 NCEN=950 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 32 2 NCEN=949 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
GVOLUME 940 944 11 131 939 943 6 76 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 939 943 6 76 938 942 4 54 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 938 942 4 54 937 941 2 32 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 11 123 122
LINE ARC 6 68 NCEN=951 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 4 46 NCEN=950 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
LINE ARC 2 24 NCEN=949 EL=1 M=l NCO=ALL
GVOLUME 944 948 123 11 943 947 68 6 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 943 947 68 6 942 946 46 4 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 942 946 46 4 941 945 24 2 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
•'> GENERATION OF THE MESH FOR THE OUTER TUBE HEADER
LINE NODES 587 589 588
LINE NODES 532 534 533
LINE NODES 510 512 511
LINE NODES 488 490 489
GVOLUME 948 944 589 587 947 943 534 532 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
LINE NODES 532 510 891
GVOLUME 947 943 534 532 946 942 512 510 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 510 488 909
GVOLUME 946 942 512 510 945 941 490 488 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 589 591 590
LINE NODES 534 536 535
LINE NODES 512 514 513
LINE NODES 490 492 491
GVOLUME 944 940 591 589 943 939 536 534 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
LINE NODES 536 514 893
GVOLUME 943 939 536 534 942 938 514 512 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 514 492 911
GVOLUME 942 938 514 512 941 937 492 490 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 591 593 592
LINE NODES 536 538 537
LINE NODES 514 516 515
LINE NODES 492 494 493
GVOLUME 940 1238 593 591 939 1239 538 536 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
LINE NODES 538 516 894
GVOLUME 939 1239 538 536 938 1240 516 514 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 516 494 912
GVOLUME 938 1240 516 514 937 1241 494 492 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 593 473 594
LINE NODES 538 468 539
LINE NODES 516 466 517
LINE NODES 494 464 495
GVOLUME 1238 1234 473 593 1239 1235 468 538 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLVME 1239 1235 468 538 1240 1236 466 516 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 1240 1236 466 516 1241 1237 464 494 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 473 585 584
LINE NODES 468 530 529
LINE NODES 466 508 507
LINE NODES 464 486 485
GVOLUME 1234 1230 585 473 1235 1231 530 468 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
LINE NODES 530 508 890
GVOLUME 1235 1231 530 468 1236 1232 508 466 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 508 486 908
GVOLUME 1236 1232 508 466 1237 1233 486 464 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
LINE NODES 585 587 586
LINE NODES 530 532 531
LINE NODES 508 510 509
LINE NODES 486 488 487
GVOLUME 1230 948 587 585 1231 947 532 530 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=4 NC=N
GVOLUME 1231 947 532 530 1232 946 510 508 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
GVOLUME 1232 946 510 508 1233 945 488 486 EL1=1 EL2=1 EL3=1 NC=A
''- THE COORDINATES FOR THE REST OF T]IE HEADER ARE DEFINED
SYSTEM N=0
COORDINATES/ENTRIES NODE X Y Z
1366 9.09 6.32 0.0
1367 9. 09 6. 32 2.25
1368 7.86 4.67 0.0
1369 7.86 4. 67 2.25
1370 6. 9 6. 79 0.0
1371 6.9 6. 79 2. 25
1372 6.644 4.85 0.0
1373 6.644 4.85 2. 25
1374 4.91 6.37 0.0
1375 4.91 6.37 2. 25
1376 5.39 4.6 0.0
1377 5. 39 4.6 2.25
1378 3. 16 5.575 0.0
1379 3. 16 5. 575 2.25
1380 4.3 4.057 0.
1381 4. 3 4. 057 2. 25
1382 1.93 4.61 0.0
1383 1.93 4.61 2. 25
1384 3.31 3.33 0.0
1385 3.31 3.33 2.25
1386 0. 77 3.03 0.0
1387 0.77 3.03 2.25
1388 2.53 2. 356 0.0
1389 2.53 2. 356 2.25
1390 0. 17 1. 55 0.0
1391 0. 17 1.55 2. 25
1392 2.046 1. 22 0.0
1393 2.046 1.22 2.25
1394 0.0 0.0 0.0
1395 0. 0.0 2.25
1396 1.87 0.0 0.
1397 1.87 0.0 2.25
1398 8. 27 5. 22 0.
1399 8.27 5.22 2. 25
1400 8. 065 4.945 0.0
1401 8. 065 4.945 2.25
--> THE ^!£SH FCR THE REST OF THE HEADER IS GENERATED
GVOLUME 1233 1230 1231 1239 1366 1367 1399 1398 EL1=2 EL2=4 EL3=1
GVOLUME 1239 1231 1232 1240 1398 1399 1401 1400 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=1
GVOLUME 1240 1232 1233 1241 1400 1401 1369 1368 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=1
GVOLUME 1367 1366 1370 1371 1369 1368 1372 1373 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=6
GVOLUME 1371 1370 1374 1375 1373 1372 1376 1377 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=6
GVOLUME 1375 1374 1378 1379 1377 1376 1380 1381 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=6
GVOLUME 1379 1378 1382 1383 1381 1380 1384 1385 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=6
GVOLUME 1383 1382 1386 1387 1385 1384 1388 1389 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=6
GVOLUME 1357 1386 1390 1391 1389 1388 1392 1393 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=6
GVOLUME 1391 1390 1394 1395 1393 1392 1396 1397 EL1=2 EL2=1 EL3=6
THE BOU'NDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE HEADER ARE DEFINED
THE NODES AT THE CENTER OF THE TUBES ARE FIXED
BOUNDARIES 111111 TYPE=N0DES/949 STEP 1 TO 956
vov.v THE NODE AT THE ORIGIN IS FIXED
BOUNDARIES 111111 TYPE=NODES/ 1892
,vvov THE NODES ABOVE THE ORIGIN ARE ONLY ALLOWED TO ROLL IN THE X-DIRECTION
BOUNDARIES 011111 TYPE=NODES
932 1015 1018 1023 1026 1031 1034 1039 931 1043 930 1046 929
1895 1902 1906 1913 1917 1924 1928 1935 1939 1946 1950 1956
v»v,v THE NODES IN THE Y=0 PLANE ARE CONSTRAINED TO ROLL ONLY IN THAT PLANE
BOUNDARIES 010111 TYPE=NODES
936 1013 1049 928 961 1051 966 1017 1053 1054 973 1059 978 1025 1061 1062
985 1067 990 1033 1069 1070 997 1075 935 1041 1077 927 1004 1079 934 1044
lOSO 926 1009 1082 933 1047 1083 925 1394 1395 1891 1893 1894 1896 1900
1901 1903 1904 1905 1907 1911 1912 1914 1915 1916 1918 1922 1923 1925 1926
1927 1929 1933 1934 1936 1937 1938 1940 1944 1945 1947 1948 1949 1951 1396
1397 1955 1957
-;r,v-.v THE NODES IN THE Z=0 PLANE ARE CONSTRAINED TO ROLL ONLY IN THAT PLANE
BOUNDARIES 001111 TYPE=NODES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 17 21
39 50 61 72 83 94 105 116 127 133 136 139 14:
145 148 151 15 7 163 166 169 175 181 184 187 190 19:
199 205 208 211 217 223 226 229 232 235 241 247 25(
253 259 265 268 271 274 277 280 283 286 289 292 29.
301 307 310 313 319 325 328 331 334 337 343 349 35:
355 361 367 370 373 376 379 385 391 394 397 403 40'
412 415 418 421 424 427 430 433 436 439 442 445 44.
451 454 457 460 463 464 465 466 467 468 469 470 47
472 473 479 490 501 512 523 534 545 556 567 578 58'
595 598 601 604 607 610 613 619 625 628 631 637 64.
646 649 652 655 661 667 670 673 679 685 688 691 69^
697 703 709 712 715 721 727 730 733 736 739 742 74.
748 751 754 757 763 769 772 775 781 787 790 793 79«
799 8C5 811 814 817 823 829 832 835 838 8^1 847 85;
856 859 865 871 874 877 880 883 886 889 892 895 89.
901 904 907 910 913 916 919 922 941 942 943 944 101.
1016 1020 1022 1024 1028 1030 1032 1036 1038 1040 1042 1045 104.
1055 1063 1071 1122 1123 1124 1126 1128 1130 1131 1132 1134 113-
1138 1139 1140 1142 1144 1146 1147 1148 1150 1151 1153 1154 115-
1159 1163 1167 1174 1176 1179 1182 1184 1187 1190 1192 1195 119.
1200 1202 1204 1206 1210 1216 1222 1234 1235 1236 1237 1279 128'.
12S1 1283 1285 1287 1288 1289 1291 1293 1295 1296 1297 1299 130
1303 1304 1305 1307 1308 1310 1311 1313 1320 1328 1336 1403 140
1409 1412 1415 1418 1421 1425 1429 1433 1437 1441 1445 1448 145.
1454 1457 1460 1463 1466 1469 1472 1475 1478 1482 1486 1489 149
1497 1500 1504 1508 1511 1515 1519 1522 1526 1530 1533 1536 153
1542 1545 1548 1552 1556 1559 1563 1567 1570 1574 1578 1581 158
1589 1592 1596 1600 1603 1606 1609 1612 1615 1618 1622 1626 162
1633 1637 16A0 1644 1648 1651 1655 1659 1662 1666 1670 1673 167
1679 1682 1685 1688 1692 1696 1699 1703 1707 1710 1714 1718 172
1725 1729 1732 1736 1740 1743 1746 1749
1769 1773 1777 1780 1784 1788 1791 1795
1816 1819 1822 1825 1828 1832 1836 1839
1861 1865 1869 1872 1876 1880 1883 1886
1942 1953
1752 1755 1758 1762 1766
1799 1802 1806 1810 1813
1843 1847 1850 1854 1858
1889 1898 1909 1920 1931






















'> CONSTRUCT THE ENTIRE HEADER
REUSE 1112
REUSE 2 1" 3 4
-••- THE FOLLOWING DEFINE THE GRAPHICS FOR THE HEADER
FRAME XFMAX= 22.5 YFMAX= 17.0 XSF= 1.0 YSF= 0.5
VIEW ID=1 XvIEW=l YVIEW=-1 ZVIEW=1
MESH \TEW=1 FLOTAREA=0
APPENDIX D. INLET HEADER: 25% STEAM FLOW, DEGREES I/C
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